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Abstract.
the United

We present a velocity structure of the mantle discontinuities beneath
States

from

a full waveform

inversion

of broadband

seismic

data.

The

data consist of 10 moderate earthquakes in the western United States that were
recordedon la broadband seismometersacrossthe United States operated by the U.
S. National SeismicNetwork. A total of 36 seismogramswith distance ranging from
1150 to 2700 km were used.

A full waveform

inversion

based on two-dimensional

modeling and one-dimensionalinversion methods using a genetic algorithm was
adopted. The inversion method is objective, provides error bounds on the model,
and does not require any a priori information about these discontinuities. We
find that the upper discontinuity is •010 km thick, from a95 to 405 km, where the

velocityincreases
from 8.80to 9.15 km s-1 with a velocitygradientof 0.035s-1.
The lower discontinuity is -•5 km thick, occurring over a depth range of 650-655

km, wherethe velocityincreases
from 10.20to 10.70 km s-•. Our resultsare in
agreementwith previousstudies of the lower discontinuity but do not agree for a

sharp (< 5 km) uppermantlediscontinuity.

1.

Introduction

suggestthat it should be 20 km thick. Neves et al.

Many of the fundamental questions concerning the
chemistry and dynamics of the mantle hinge on the
physicalproperties at the 410- and 660-km discontinuities, where phase changesoccur due to the increaseof
pressure with depth. The wide majority of previous
seismologicalstudies have used trial and error methods of forward modeling to determine the depth and
sharpnessof these discontinuities. They have used ei-

[1996]proposeda two-stepdiscontinuity,an upper 510 km thick high-velocity gradient zone below which
there is a 15-20 km thick low-velocity gradient. On the
other hand, high-pressure
mineralphysicsstudies[Katsura and Ito, 1989; Akaogi et al., 1989; Akaogi and Ito,

1993;Bina and Wood,1987;Helffrichand Wood,1996]
suggestthe 410-km discontinuityto be 8-19 km thick
and the 660-km discontinuity to be 1-10 km thick.
In the last. decade, there has been a significant in-

ther short-perioddata [Benzand Vidale, 1993; Vidale crease of broadband seismic networks. Broadband data
et al., 1995]or long-perioddata [Shearer,1996;Dey et are suitable for waveform analysiswhich providesmore
al., 1993;BurdickandHelmberger,
1978;Burdick,1981].
stringent constraintson the velocity structure of the
These discontinuitieshave also been studies using very

Earth. Waveform analysiscan be carried out using ei-

long refractionprofiles[Priestleyet al. 1994; Neveset ther a trial and error forward modeling method or an
al., 1996]. The resultsfrom most of thesestudiesare inversionmethod. Although the trial and error modconsistent for the 660-km discontinuity, but there is a
eling providessome insight about the velocity struclarge variation in the resultsfor the sharpnessof the ture, it is basedon qualitative humanjudgement,and
410-km discontinuity. For example, Benz and Vidale

thus there is no way to assessthe uncertainty of the re-

[1993]suggestthat the "410" discontinuityshouldbe sultingmodels.Waveforminversionis an objectiveap< 5 km thick, whereasBowmanand Kennett [1990] proachand providesuncertaintyfor the derivedmodel.
However, the waveforminversionis a nonlinear problem, particularlyfor critically reflecteddata usuallyob1Also at Laboratoire de GdosciencesMarines, Institut de
Physique du Globe de Paris, France.
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served from the mantle discontinuities. We present a
nonlinear waveform inversion method based on a ge-

netic algorithmfor optimization. The method was applied to broadband data collectedbetweenJune 1992
and September1994 on 12 U.S. National SeismicNetwork (USNSN) stationsacrossthe United States.
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Figure 1. Map of North Americashowingthe locationsof earthquakes(stars),USNSN stations
(opentriangles),and commonmidpoints(soliddots)betweenearthquakes
and stations.

2.

Broadband

Seismic

Data

quakeswere chosenfor analysis, all of which showclear
P wave arrivals from the upper mantle transition zone.

We used digi[al seismogramsfrom 12 recording ins•ruments of •he United S•ates National Seismograph The midpoint (turning point) locationsof the sourceNetwork(USNSN) for 10 moderateear•l•quakes
(too> receiver pairs are roughly aligned in NW-SE direc[ion
5.3) in •he westernUnited S•a•es (Figure 1, Table 1 (Figure 1). Earthquakesourceparmne[ersweretaken
and Table 2). The USNSN seismographs
have Guralp from the Harvardcentroidmomenttensor(CMT) catCMG-3 seismome•erswi•h a frequency bandwidth of alogue(Table 1). The sourcetime function was patriangle [Ndb•lck,1984]of
0.03 •o 30 Hz. Because of •he type and quality of rameterizedas an isosceles
dura[ion
2dr,
where
dt
is
the
half duration providedby
•he instrumentation and •he network distribution, the
the
Harvard
CMT
catalogue.
This kind of parameteriUSNSN has a unique research potential for studies on
zation
leads
to
synthetic
seis•nograms
which contain a
regional and continental scales. The moderate ear•l•quakes s•udied here are sufficiently energetic •o illuspectradecayof w-2 at highfrequencies,
whichis typiminate the •ransition zone s•ruc•ure but small enough cal for earthquakes[Ndb•lck,1984]. Frequency
analysis
•ha• •he source is relatively simple. Thirty-six seisino- of the data indicates that the useful bandwidth is begrams in •he distance range 1150-2700km for 10 ear•h- tween 0.015 and 2.0 Hz.

Table 1. SourcesParaineters Given by the CMT Solution
Earthquake

Latitude, øN

Longitude, øE

Depth, km

Magnitude, mb

920628

34.20

243.56

1.0

6.2

920629

36.71

243.61

9.0

5.6

930325

45.04

237.39

21.0

5.5

930429

35.61

247.89

10.0

5.5

930921

42.31

237.99

11.0

5.7

940103

49.72

233.23

19.0

5.4

940117

34.21

241.46

18.0

6.4

940118

34.38

241.30

11.0

5.4

940203

42.76

249.13

8.0

5.4

940912

38.82

239.34

14.0

5.4
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Table 2. Location of Seismographs

3.

Nonlinear

Symbol

Latitide, øN

Longitude, øW

ALQ
TPN

34.943
36.929

73.54
63.78

Town

State

CCM

38.056

88.75

Cathedral

DUG
GOG

40.195
33.411

67.19
96.53

Dugway
Godfrey

Utah
Georgia

GOL

39.700

74.63

Golden

Colorado

ISA

35.663

61.53

Isabella

California

LTX

29.334

76.33

Lajitas

Texas

Albuquerque
Topopah Springs

New Mexico
Neveda

Cavel

Missouri

MIA

34.546

86.43

Mount

NEW
SAO

48.263
36.765

62.88
58.56

Newport
San Andreas Observatory

Washington
California

TUC
WMO

32.31
34.738

69.22
81.22

Tucson
Wichita

Arizona
Oklahoma

Global

Ida

Mountains

Arkansas

The choice of a robust and fair waveform

Waveform

misfit func-

tion is more complicated than that of the travel time
Inversion
case. The misfit function must replicate the inherent
Our inversionmethodconsists
of two steps:(1) travel judgement of the "seismologist'seye." At the same
time inversionand (2) a full waveforminversion.The time, it must be applicable to data of varying quality,
travel time inversionallows the determination of large- and also to be fair, it must ensurethat high-amplitude
scale velocity structure, whereas the waveform inver- arrivals do not dominate lower amplitude arrivals. Our
chosen waveform
misfit function
is defined in the fresion providesinformation of the detailed velocity strucquency
domain
as
[Cary,
1988]
ture. The forward calculation is carried out using

Maslov asymptotictheory [Chapmanand Drummond,
1982]. This methodallowsthe efficientcomputationof
travel times and waveformsin two-dimensional
(2-D) •wf =
smoothly varying media, which is valid at causticsand
providesaccurate amplitudes. One of the advantagesof
the Maslov method is that it does not require any free

'
(2)

where
•(cot,
xj,k)isthe/thfrequency
component
ofthe

parameters,
unliketheGaussian
beammethod[Oerven• jth observedseismogram(each seismogrammay have
et al., 1982],whichrequiresthe Gaussianbeam width more than one modeled phase, indicated by the k inxj,•) is the correfor different types of rays. Therefore the former method dex), havingan offsetof xj,k. P, (cot,
is very suitable for a global inversion. Since the reflec- spondingcomponentin the syntheticdata. The Maslov
tions from the upper mantle arrive at large distances algorithm yields the synthetic seismogramresponseP,
(1000-3000km), the Earth's surfacecurvatureis im- in the frequency domain, with implicit smoothing by a
box-carfunction.The operatorA is apportant. Although this is done in two dimensions,we fourth-order
use a 1-D Earth flattening transformation[Chapman, plied to the observeddata to mimic this smoothing. In
1973],whichis adequatefor this narrowrangeof dis- the frequency domain,
tances considered.
anelastic

The method

also takes into account

attenuation.

Inversion consistsof minimizing a misfit function,
which

describes

the

mismatch

between

observed

synthetic data. The travel time misfit is defined as

and

A(co)
-- sinc4(
w ),
CON

(3)

whereco•vis the Nyquist frequency(•r/dt, for sample
intervalof dr); dj,• are range-dependent
weights,com-

puted from the observed data such that each seismogram contributes equally to the total misfit. Unfor(1) tunately, this weighting operation may result in the
loss of relative amplitude information from one seiswheret/• andt• arethe observed
andtheoretical
(syn- mogram to the next. Nevertheles,this is considered
thetic) travel times, Ati is an estimate of the uncer- preferableto domination of the misfit function by hightainty (error)of the time-pickingprocess,and the sum- amplitude near-offsetevents. The velocity structure of
mation is performed over the number of picked ar- the deep subsurface,resolved by lower-amplitude farrivals, n. In addition to approximate normalization, offset events, would then be well constrained, and this
Ati achievesthe desired result of downweighting the is the part of the model spacein which we are most incontribution to the misfit function of travel time picks terested. Finally, the c factor in equation(2), defining
the absolutescalingof the syntheticsis given by
with larger errors.

(•tt
--n
i •i=1(ti
a-t?)
•
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q•minis the lowest misfit discoveredduring the entire

tt j,k

'

(4) GA

run.

A trial inversion establishes this value before

repeatingthe GA to recoverthe correct PPDs. Graph

binningtechnique
is performedby assigning
a bin (window) to eachdiscretevaluethat eachmodelparameter
E{P•(rj,k)} = max{E[P•(t,zj,k)]}.
(5) might take during the inversionprocess.Once a probability has been computedfor a particular model, that
E is the modulusof the complextrace, or envelopefuncvalue
is summedinto a bin corresponding
to that model
tion, and the summation is over all the modeled arrivals
parameters. Dividing the value stored in each bin by
(offsetindexj, phaseindex k); rj,u is definedas the
the number of models contributing to that bin yields
time in the syntheticseismogramat which the envelope
the normalized PPD, computed after the final iteration
function is a maximum. This method of determining
of the GA. This approach is different from that of Sen
the globalscalingfactor matchesthe seismologist's
eye
and Stoffa [1992],who alsoadaptedFrazer and Basu's
[CAW, 1988] sinceit is insensitiveto small time mis[1990]techniquefor usewith GA. In normalizingthe
alignments of the observedand synthetic waveforms.
PPD,
Sen and Stoffa [1992]use the total probability
Waveform inversion of critically reflected data is a
summedover all bins, rather than taking into account
nonlinearproblem. Thereforewe employa globalsearch
the numberof modelscontributingto eachdiscretebin.
algorithm(geneticalgorithm)to obtainthe bestfitting
As the number of iterations of the GA increases,this
model. The geneticalgorithm (GA) is basedon the
where9,• satisfies

method results in PPDs which approximate delta functions (with small width arising from the crossoverin
the GA scheme). Clearly, the PPDs cannot be delta

processof natural selection. It works with a population
of models, instead of with individual models. The GA
involves three processes:selection, crossover,and mu-

functions where the data are band-limited.

tation [Goldberg,
1989]. The initial populationof mod-

The method

usedheredoes,at least,resultin sensiblePPDs, having
els is chosen randomly. The selection processensures
reasonable(given path length and frequencycontent)
that modelswith higherfitness(or lowermisfit) havea
width, although it doesnot have the rigor of the full
better chanceof being selectedfor future generations.
error analysiswhich has been developedfor the Monte
The crossoverprocessallows the exchangeof different
parts of pairs of models to create a new set of models, Carlotechnique[e.g.,Cary and Chapman,1988].
The estimatedprobability,•r(m), is alsousedto comwhich allows the important part, of different models to

pute a mean model,
dominate the search process. In the mutation process,
certain parts of models are changedrandomly in order
Ih- y2mrr(m
),
(7)
to allow the search to escape from any local minimum
and sample broad region of the model space.
where the summation is over all successful models in all
The purpose of the GA is •o explore favourable re- iterations. Velocity-depth profilespresentedin sections

gions of the model space when searchingfor the optimum model. Because of the presenceof noise and
the uncertainty in the time-picking process,many models satisfy the observeddata equally well. Therefore
the formal solution •o the inverse problem consistsof
assigningprobabilities •o each of •he recoveredparameters. The a posterJoriprobabiliWdensiW (PPD) is
estimatedusinga graph binningtechnique[Frazerand
Basu, 1990;Basu and Frazer, 1990].
Assuming Gaussian errors in both travel times and
waveforms,a modelwith misfit&(m) is assigned
a probability given by

4 and5 showboththe best(lowestmisfit)modelaswell
as the mean model.

4.

A Priori

Information

One can only extract a limited amount of information from 36 seismograms;
thereforewe focusour effort,
in determining a detailed 1-D velocity structure of the
mantle discontinuities

and assume that the crustal and

upper mantle velocitystructuresare known. Figure 1

showsthat the earthquakes are located in the tectonically active regionof the westernUnited States, whereas
the seislnographs
are locatedin both the tectonicallyacexp{-[•(=•)-Om•n]
tive and stable regionsof North America. To account,
for the lateral velocity variation in the crust and upper
•j exp{
-[%(m)½min]
mantle structure between these two regions,we have
where 4, is the sgandard deviagion of [he disgribution built a 2-D velocitystructureby combiningthe velocity

a(m)
-

of misfi[

•*; }

values and the summagion

(6)

is over all models

wighin the current iteration which pass the graveltime
test. The misfi[ of the best riggingmodel, ½min,is sub[racted from the misfit, 4, to enhance the influenceof
models closeto the ultimage optimum model. The presence of noise and signal, which is not modeled, implies
tha[ the minimum misfit may no[ reach zero, particularly for [he case of waveform inversion. The required

modelsS8 and T9 of Burdick [1981];otherwise,E-W
variationsin the velocitystructure would generatetime
delays at different rangeswhich would affect the depth
and thickness

estimates

of transition

zone discontinu-

ities. Figure 2 showsvelocity models S8 and T9; these
modelswere determinedby 1-D forward modelingthat
matched long-period seismogramswith synthetic seismograms. Since velocity models S8 and T9 were derived
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eters for the attenuation

Hetm6e

21,887

were taken from Burdick

and

[•978] and Burdick[1981].Becauseof inac-

curaciesregarding event location, sourcetime function,
lOO

!

and the widespread
stationdistribution(whichaverages
the mantle structuresalong the ray paths), lateral ve-

%

%%

locity variation in the upper mantle transition zone is
not constrained by the data.

200

300

5.

Travel

Time

Inversion

We have analyzed the USNSN data set in two ways.
First, the seismogramsof each earthquakeare analyzed
separately to give a local estimate of the transition zone
structure. Second,we invert the 36 seismograms
simultaneouslyto generatethe best averagevelocity model.
The same methodology discussedin section 3 was applied in both cases.The individual inversionswill provide better estimates of the local velocity structure,
whereas the collective inversion will provide a better
estimate of the averagevelocity structure.
In the travel time inversion an initial population of
velocity models was chosenrandomly from within the

400

5OO

600

7OO

velocityrange VS8T9q- 0.5 km s-•, whereVS8T9is a

8OO

velocity for S8T9. The velocity deviation in this range

is greater than the typical accuracyof q- 0.1 km s-•
provided by ordinary earthquakeseismologicalstudies.
6

We imposed a positive velocity gradient at the transition zone discontinuities to avoid the presenceof lowP-wave Velocity (km/s)
velocity zones at those depths; this constraint speeds
P wave velocity modelsfor stable (S8, up and improvesthe performanceof the inversionalgo7

8

9

10

11

12

Figure 2.
dashedline) and tectonic(T9, solidline) North Amer- rithm. The chosen bounds allow sufficient variation of
ican continentalstructure [Burdick,1981]. The only upper mantle velocitieswithout allowing exceptionally
differences

in models occur above 2,50 kin.

high or low velocitiesin the model spacedefinition. The
velocitydiscretizationvalue, dv, wasset to 0.05 km s-•
for each layer. Because only the details of the velocfrom long-perioddata, small-scalestructurescan not be ity discontinuitiesat the upper mantle transition zones
resolved. The tectonic model T9 is a variant of the westare sought, only the velocity in the vicinity of these
ern U.S. velocity model T7 of Burdick and Helmberger discontinuitieswas allowed to vary; the model is fixed
[1978]. in modelT9, the 410-km upper mantlediscon- elsewhere. In total, 22 depth nodes were used, 14 for
tinuity has beenraisedslightly (comparedto velocity the 410-km discontinuity, 1 at the intermediate depth
modelT7). BurdickandHelmbe7•7er
[1978]did not have of 500 km, and 7 for the 660-km discontinuity. A linear
any observationsof reflectionscoming from the 410-km interpolation was usedto estimate the velocity between
discontinuity so T7 was unconstrainedwith regard to two consecutivedepth node points. In order to resolve
this triplication branch. T9 has a well-developedlow- the two discontinuitiesthe nodeswere placed at every 5
velocity zone, which is appropriate for a tectonically km from 380 to 440 km and from 640 to 670 km. This
activeregions[Helmberger,
1973],but S8 hasa thicker node spacingwas basedon the highestresolutionposcrust and no upper mantle low-velocity zone. Most of sible from the data. A node placed at 450 km in case
the lateral variations in these models occur above 250
the 410-km discontinuitywas at 10 km. A large numkm depth. These modelsshow simple, sharp step-like ber (14) of nodeswerenecessary
for this discontinuity
velocity increasesfor the "410-kin" and "660-km" dis- in orderto distinguishbetweensharp(5 km) and thick
continuities.S8 and T9 providea good backgroundve- (35 km) modelsfor the 410-kmdiscontinuity.
locity model for more detailed studiesusingdata with a
The distancerange (1400-3000km) corresponds
to
broader frequency bandwidth. We combined these two the critical angle reflections from the two discontinumodels to obtain a 2-D smooth model taking into ac- ities. The travel times of the critically reflected arrivals
count the area coveredby the two geologicallydistinct mainly depend on the travel path, whereas the waveregions. We refer to this combinedvelocity model as forms are controlled by the nature of the reflector. Any
S8T9, which provides a smooth 2-D P wave velocity error in the background velocity will introduce a sysand attenuation acrossthe United States. The paramtematic time shift and will not significantly effect the
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waveforms. The main arrivals were picked to an accuracy of 100 ms. Figure 3 showsthat the main arrivals

are energeticand the signal-to-noise
ratio is high (over
100). The amplitudesof the Maslov synthetic seismograms are dictated by the density of turning rays arriv-

ing near a particular distance, i.e., the denserthe rays,
the higher the amplitude of the arrival. Travel times are
computed by interpolation from the results of ray tracing a fan of 500 rays. The slownessof each ray within
the fan is adaptively computed for each velocity model
to ensure that a reasonablenumber of rays turn within
tile gradient zone betweentwo neighboringnodes.
For the genetic algorithm the population size was 500,
selection probability of 0.8, crossoverprobability of 0.8
and mutation probability of 0.05. Models failing the
travel time test, that is, models leading to at least one
synthetic arrival time outside the bounds of the picked
arrival time, are assignedthe same, large, penalizing
misfit value of 10,000. The final travel time inversion is
Figure 3. Raw data for 930921 event recordedat six used to provide a pool of models from which to initiate
different stations at distances ranging from 1427 km the waveform inversion. To ensure a sufficiently large
(GOL) to 2647 kin (CCM). The main arrivalsusedin pool of models for the proposedwaveform inversion, the
the inversion are marked by arrows. At near distances,
travel time inversion was only halted after a minimum
reflections from the 410- and 660-kin discontinuities arrive closeto eachother resultingin a complexwaveform of 50 acceptablevelocity models had been generated.
pattern. At large distance, reflection from the 660-km In order to illustrate the improvement of the estimated
discontinuity is dominant. For the source mechanism velocity model that, was achieved, the travel time inverand station azimuth, see Figure 6.
sionresultfor the 930429eventis presented(Figure4).
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Figure 4. P wavevelocitydepth-function
forthe (left)410-kmand(right)660-kmdiscontinuities
estimatedby travel time inversionof the individualearthquakeevents,the best travel time fitting

modal(solidlineswith circles),T9 [Burdick,lVSl](d•sh•d•in•), •,d the PPD for th• velocity
parameters(horizontaldashedlines).
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Figure 5. Comparisonbetweendata (top curve), syntheticseismograms
obtainedfrom the
best traveltimefitting model (middlecurve)and from Burdick'smodel (bottom curve) for event
930429. The station name, distance, and azimuth are shown above each panel. The source time
function and the focal mechanismgiven by the CMT solution,with stationssuperimposedon the
focal mechanismare given.

The final velocity model (thick solid line with crossed equal to Pc = 0.7 and P,• = 0.05, respectively. These
circles)and all the modelsfrom individual earthquakes were obtained from preliminary tests on the data. The
(thin solid lines) are shownin Figure 4; seismograms model spacebounds and the vertical separation between
computed from the final velocity model are shown in depth nodes were the same ones used in the travel time
Figure 5. The travel time misfit of this best velocity inversion. The attenuation model used in computing
is from Helmberger[1973].
model was 120 ms, comparable to the picking error of the syntheticseismograms
The waveform inversion was run for 500 iterations; how-

1 O0 ins.

6.

Waveform
The waveform

ever, we found that the misfit valuesdid not changesignificantly after ---300 iterations, suggestingthat a total

Inversion
inversion

of the USNSN

data

set was

implemented with an initial population of 50 velocity
models and with crossoverand mutation probabilities

of 500 iterations was sufficient to achieve convergence.
The inversion for the whole data set required 120 min
of CPU time on a Sparc-10 workstation.
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Figure 6. Comparisonbetweendata (top curve),syntheticseismograms
obtainedfrom the best
waveformfitting model(middlecurve)andfromS8T9 (bottomcurve)for event930921.Format
is the same as in Figure 5.

6.1.

Individual

Event

Inversions

gree of mismatch between synthetic and observedseisAlthough noiseis high, the individual event inversions mograms. The waveform match between the synthetic
andobserved
seismogram
(Figure6) isvariprovide useful and reliable local 1-D velocity structure. seismogram
In order

to reduce

the effect

of noise we also invert

all

the events simultaneously. Here we only present the
results

for event

sen event

930921

930921

for both

to illustrate

cases.

the

We have cho-

results

because

of

able. Onset for all the stations(exceptGOL) is reasonablyestimatedfrom the best fitting velocity model,
shown in Figure 7 and for velocity model S8T9. Note
the better match providedby the best fitting model for

the large number of stations and the high quality of
t,he seismogramsfor this event. The results for all the

station

other eventsare given by Neves[1996]. The misfitsbe-

nism (despitethe relatively long 8-s time duration of
the source)hashelpedto achievethis verygoodmatch.

tween t.he data and synthetic seismogramsfor individual

WMOK

between

2 and 12 s and also for station

ALQ between 18.5 and 27 s. A simple sourcemecha-

The relative amplitude among the phaseson the observed seismogramis generally well predicted by the
(GOL, TUC, ALQ, WMOK, MIA, and CCM) in the synthetic seismograms.
distance range 1427 to 2647 km. These seismograms
The best fitting velocity model for the 410-km disshow an irregular wave shape with several crustal and continuity is slower than for S8T9 and indicates a lower
upper mantle phases. Figure 6 showssynthetic seismo- gradient
(0.025s-1) from400-km
depth(velocity
of8.90
grams for the best fitting model. Both the data and the km s-1) to 405-kmdepth(velocity
of 9.15km s-l).
synthetic seismogramshave been filtered in the same However,the PPDs curvesare quite broad between395
frequencybandwidth (0.05 to 2.0 Hz). Sinceobserved and 425 km depth, sothat velocitymodelS8T9 for these
waveforms vary significantly across nodal planes, the depths cannot be ruled out. The best fitting velocity
location of the seismic wave takeoff angle from each model for the 660-km discontinuityis very similar to
station is plotted on the focal sphere. This provides that of S8T9: an estimated 5-km-thick transition zone
a simple check if a station is located near a nodal plane (gradient
of 0.010s-1) withvelocityvaryingfrom10.30
of the radiation pattern. This would explain some de- km s-1 at 650-kmdepth to 10.80km s-1 at 655 km.
events were between
Event

930921

0.5 and 0.7.

was recorded

at six USNSN

stations
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Figure 7. P wavevelocitydepthfunctionfor the (left) 410-kinand (right) 660-kmdiscontinuities
estimatedfrom waveforminversionfor earthquake930921and best waveformfitting model (solid
line) and S8T9 (dashedline). Superimposed
is the PPD (horizontaldashedlines)for the velocity
parameters.

The P PDs curvesare very broad for most of the veloc- apparent when these synthetic seismogramsare comity nodes, with the exceptionof the distribution at 65,5 pared to seismogramsobtained from S8T9 for distances
from 1400 to 2100 km.
km depth.
6.2.

The

Whole

Data

Set

Inversion of individual earthquake events provided us
a set of slightly different velocity models for the transition zone. To obtain an averagevelocity for the region
one could simply averagethe individual velocity models. Since the signal-to-noiseratio for individual events
is generallylow and the noisetends to map into velocity
model, we have not averagedthe individual modelsbut
instead simultaneously inverted the whole data for an
averagemodel. The best fitting velocity modelsfor the
410- and 660-km upper mantle discontinuity are shown
in Figure 8, and the seismogramscomputed from these
models are shown in Figure 9. The waveform misfit
of the best model for the entire suite of 36 seismograms

7.

Discussion

There are two possiblesourcesof errors that could
map into the final inversionresults:(1) errorsin source
parametersand (2) 2-D effects.We havechosenevents
of moderate size so that the sourceparameters are sim-

ple. However, each of the events has different focal
mechanisms. The errors in these parameters could be
up to 20%. Interestingly enough,the inversionresults
for the individual events are very similar to that of all
the events together for both the 410-km and 660-kin
discontinuities,suggestingthat the effect of any errors
in sourceparametersis not significant.The effectof 2D crustal and upper mantle structureshas been taken
into considerationby using S8T9 model. As most of

was0.683,whichis a goodnumericalfit [Sambridge
and the arrivals consideredhere are critically reflected, any
Drijkoningen,1992]. A misfit valuecloseto zero is un- small-scale2-D velocity variations in the upper part of
realisticgiven the presenceof noiseand unmodeledsig- the model would mainly effect the travel times, not the
nal in the observeddata. In Figure 9 one can see that
the waveformmatch is fairly good. The synthetic seismogramsobtained from the final velocity model for the
410-km discontinuity adequatelyfit the generalfeatures

waveforms. However, it is possiblethat the region un-

der investigationcould have 2-D structure, which will
smear out the final results. Since the inversion of indi-

vidual eventsgive similar resultsfor all the eventsfor

of the observeddata. This improvedfit is particularly both the 410-km and 660-km discontinuities, we could
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assume that the velocity structures in the vicinity of
these discontinuities

7.1.

are more or less one-dimensional.

The 410-kin Discontinuity

gestedby previousauthors [Burdick and Helmberger,
1978;Burdick,1981]but agreeswith that of Melbourne
and Helmberger[1998],who give a 14-km-thicktransition under the southwestern

United

States.

A comparison of our results with three other modFigure8(left) showsthat the estimatedvelocitymodels from individualearthquakeevents(thin solidlines) els is shown in Figure 10. A model based on highand from the whole data set (thick solid line with frequencyprecriticalreflectiondata [Vidaleet al., 1995]
crossedcircles) are quite similar. The overall differ- showsthat the 410-km discontinuitybeneath Basin and
ences in the estimated
velocities are smaller than 0.2
Rangeprovince(dashedline) occursovera depth range
km s-x. Thereforethe velocitymodel obtainedfrom of <5 km. The IASP91 model [Kennett and Engdahl,
the inverting all the data set is a good representationof 1991],whichis basedon travel time analysis,alsosugthe individual events(but it is not an averagemodel). gestsa sharp discontinuity. First, it is not possibleto
Hence the final model for the discontinuity near the 410

resolve structural features <5 km thick from travel time

km depth (Figure 8(left), thick solidline with crossed or waveformanalysisof reflectiondata as the dominant
circles)consistsof a one-stagevelocitygradient. This frequencyof the P wavein data is generally<2 Hz, givgradient stageextendsfrom 395 to 405 km depth, where ing a resolutionof 5 km or more(for velocitiesbetween
mineral
the P wavevelocityincreases
from 8.80 to 9.15 km s-x 9 and 10 km s-X). Second,the high-pressure
(a gradientof 0.035s-x). We haveassumed
a constant physics data require (x to fi phase transition to take
travel time variance of rr:
0.5 s to evaluate the binned
placeover a rangeof 10-15km [Bina and Wood,1987;
PPDs. Our velocity model is generallyslower(up to Ira and Stixrude, 1992; Stixrude, 1997]. Our 10-km0.3 km s-x) thanS8T9. The synthetic
seismograms
ob- thick velocity gradient is able to explain the apparent
tained from the final velocity model for the 410-km dis- disagreement between mineral physics and the above
continuity match the general features of the observed seismologicalobservations.Our model is alsoconsistent
data better than those obtained from the S8T9.
Our
with the modelderivedby Bowmanand Kennett[1990]
results indicate that the 410-km discontinuity beneath from the analysisof broadband data beneath northwest-

westernUnited States is lesssharp (thicker) than sug- ern Australia(Figure 10, dottedline).
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Figure 9. Comparisonbetweenthe observeddata (top curve) from the 930921event and synthetic seismogramsobtained from the best waveformfitting velocity model for all earthquake
events(middlecurve)and from S8T9 (bottom curve). The stationname,distance,and azimuth
are shown above each box.

The

source time function

and the focal mechanism

are shown in

Figure 6. Arrivals from the 410- and 660-km discontinuitiesare identified by the thick and thin
arrows, respectively.
7.2. The 660-km Discontinuity

that is better constrained by this data set. The seismograms in Figure 9 show that the waveform match for

The best waveformfitting modelsobtained from the
inversionof the completedata set (thick solidline with
crossedcircles)and individualearthquakeevents(thin
solid lines) for the 660-km discontinuityare shownin
Figure8(right). The velocitymodelsderivedfrom individualevents(thin solidlines)and from all data (thick
solid line) are very similar. The differencesin the velocitiesare <0.1 km s-•. Comparisonbetweenobservedand syntheticwaveforms(Figure 9) showthat

stationswithin the distancerange (2000-2600km) for

the main arrivals from the 660-km

transition

zone are

well matched both in time and amplitude at all distances.

The

final

model

for the 660-km

discontinu-

ity obtainedfrom invertingthe wholedata set (Figure
8(right), thick solid line) is alsovery similar to model
S8T9 (Figure 8(right), dashedline). This transition
zone is only 5 km thick, occurringover the depth range
650-655 km, where velocity rangesfrom 10.20 to 10.70
km s-•. The PPDs functions for the 660-km discontinu-

arrivals from the 660-km discontinuity is better fit than

the arrivals in the distancerange (1400-2100km) for
the 410-kmdiscontinuity.The PPDs in Figure 8(right)
show that the inverted velocity is well constrained with

a velocityuncertaintyof 4-0.25km s-•; however,several secondaryoptima occur (e.g., at 660 and 665 km

depth for velocitybetween10.30and 10.40km s-•).
This is a clear example of the importance of using a
global inversionschemethat providesstatistical assessment of the results. Forward modeling or local inverse
methods could have been trapped within one of these
local optima.
Figure 11 shows various velocity models that have
been derived from previous earthquake studies. The
solid line is the preferred velocity model of this study,
the dashed line is the IASP91 model, and the dotted
line is the NWB1 model. The first two modelssuggest
a sharp velocity discontinuity of 5 km or less,while the

ity (Figure 8(right)) are lesscomplexthan the onesfor
the 410-kmdiscontinuity(Figure8(left)). This couldbe third one is 20 km thick (from 610 to 630 km depth).
due to a simpler discontinuity structure, or a structure

Since our inversion results have an accuracy of 4-5 km,
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high-pressuremineral physics. The broader structure
we find for the 410-km discontinuity cannot be a result of errors in our assumptionsabout the earthquake
source since we would expect these type of errors to
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Conclusions

We have developeda new method of waveform inversion and applied it to the study of the mantle transition
zonebeneathNorth Americausingbroadbanddata seismic data. Our method providesa global solutionto the
inverseproblem and uncertainty estimatesfor the final
model. Our resultssuggestthat the 410-km discontinuity is ,-•10 km thick and the 660-km discontinuityis 5

--

425

DISCONTINUITIES

8.75

have a similar

9.75

P-wave Velocity (km/s)

effect on the structure

in the transition

Figure 10. The P wave velocity depth function for
the 410-km discontinuity estimated from inversion of
the USNSN data set (solidline) is comparedto average

determined

for

both discontinuities. The similarity in the transition
zone velocity models derived from fitting the individual waveformsand simultaneouslyfitting all waveforms
suggeststhat there are no pronouncedlateral variations
zone structure

beneath

western North

America.
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